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A BOUTIQUE OF ARCHTOP GUITARS HANDMADE IN UNITED KINGDOMFE
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IF YOU BUILD THEM, THEY WILL COME
Or so we keep being told. In fact, there isn’t a week that goes by without being asked where one can try our guitars. But
the reality is that over the last 24 months or so, we have been totally consumed with customer backorders, combined
with various supply chain issues, that put us in the position where we have been unable to provide any stock to any
Dealers. 

IT’S A DESERT OUT THERE!
When it comes to the availability of high quality,
carved archtops, it really is a desert out there.
Building carved archtop guitars is a time con-
suming and costly affair. Just ask any archtop
builder. Joining two wedges of seasoned tone
wood with a circa 40mm apex, and then carv-
ing it down to a thickness of circa 3.5mm –
4.5mm to provide the appropriate tuned
arches, is highly skilled and takes time. And it
is for this reason that very few builders are
doing it while offering notable quantities. But
with that said, the good news is that we will
soon be able to provide our small Dealer net-
work stock for you to try. 

Given our long past working relationship with
GUITAR VILLAGE in Farnham, Surrey, UK, it
somehow seems appropriate that they will be the
first dealer to be offered stock. FIBONACCI GUI-
TARS are unique, each guitar standing as one of
a kind. Likewise, GUITAR VILLAGE, is a very
unique dealer, offering a plethora of well over
1,200 guitars, spread through its 15 demo rooms,
all housed in a wonderful 15th century period
building on Farnham High St. Without doubt, GUI-
TAR VILLAGE is one of the finest guitar stores on
the planet, it contains a special kind of ‘homey
ambiance’ making the guitarist feel comfortable,
and ultimately encouraging a more relaxed, no
pressure, guitar demo. And while online sales are

growing year by year, who could not enjoy indulging in a road trip
just to be surrounded with some truly unique guitars in a Grade
II listed building? Having played host to many high profile players
coming through their door over the years, Guitar Village’s ap-
proach would certainly seem to be working.

Check out future Newsletters or our News Page on our web site for more updates in the coming months on where you
can try a Fibonacci Guitar. More information on all of our guitars here:

https://www.fibonacciguitars.com 
https://www.facebook.com/FibonacciGuitars https://www.facebook.com/boutique.guitar

Guitar Village in Farnham, a wonderful guitar experience.

A fine collection of Fibonacci Guitars at Guitar Village
Beautiful archtops handmade in England

40mm wedges ready for carvingHand sanding ready for nitro


